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Approximate conformal mapping for domain shaped by phase trajectory of the
Du�ng equation on unit disk

Alekseeva E. S.

Laboratory of in�nite-dimensional analysis and mathematical physics

Lomonosov Moscow State University

Let us consider the next Cauchy problem for the Du�ng equation:

ẍ+ x+ ε x3 = 0 , x(0) = a0 , ẋ(0) = 0 , (1)

under assumption that 0 < ε� 1 is a small parameter.
In accordance with the theory of perturbations [1] one can �nd the following approximate solution

of equation (1):

x(t) = a0 cosω t+
ε a30
32

(cos 3ω t− cosω t) +O(ε2) (2)

where circular frequency ω of nonlinear oscillations is equal to:

ω = 1 +
3 ε a20

8
+O(ε2) . (3)

Di�erentiating formula (2) with respect to time and taking into account expression (3) we obtain
the next asymptotic expansion for velocity of motion:

ẋ(t) = −a0 sinω t− ε a30
32

(11 sinω t+ 3 sin 3ω t) +O(ε2) . (4)

Formulae (2) and (4) give us approximate parametric representation for phase trajectory of
system (1), this phase trajectory being close to circle with radius a0. Therefore we can construct
approximate conformal mapping of the nearly circular domain bounded by this phase trajectory on
unit disk on the basis of technique developed in article [2, 3].

To apply this technique one ought to calculate using formulae (2) and (4) the following value:

r(θ) =

√
ẋ2 + x2

a20
= 1 +

ε a20
32

(5− 4 cos 2 θ − cos 4 θ) +O(ε2) . (5)

where θ = ω t.
This value is required for the formula expressing approximate conformal mapping of the nearly

circular domain on unit disk obtained in [2, 3] namely:

w =
z

a0

{
1 +

1

2π

∫ 2π

0
[1− r(θ)] exp(i θ) + z/a0

exp(i θ)− z/a0
dθ

}
+O(ε2) . (6)

Substituting expression (5) into formula (6) one can easily calculate that

w =
z

a0
+
ε a20
32

z

a0

(
−5 + 4

z2

a20
+
z4

a40

)
+O(ε2) . (7)
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This work is a part of more general investigation aimed at comparison of usage of e�ectivisation
of the Riemann theorem given in paper [4] applied to the domain bounded by the level curve of
exact integral of energy for equation (1):

ẋ2

2
+
x2

2
+
ε x4

4
=
a20
2

+
ε a40
4

under small positive ε with formula (7).
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Classi�cation of chaotic attractors in
multi-circuit radio-physical generator

Batishchev V. P.1, Stankevich N.V.1,2

1. Department of Radio-Engineering and Telecommunications

Yuri Gagarin State Technical University of Saratov

2. Laboratory of Topological Methods in Dynamics

National Research University High School of Economics

The development and study of radio-physical generators of complex oscillations is one of the
perspective problems, both from a practical and theoretical point of view. One of the promising
areas of practical use of such radio-physical generators is their use in telecommunication systems
[1]-[3].

As the simplest autonomous generator, in which it is possible to implement chaotic signal result-
ing from multi-frequency quasi-periodic oscillations, a multi-circuit generator can be used. In [4],
a multi-circuit oscillator model was proposed, in which the possibility of multi-frequency quasiperi-
odic oscillations, as well as the occurrence of chaotic dynamics, was demonstrated. Such a generator
consists of n circuits coupled via a common control circuit. Each oscillatory circuit has its own
frequency, as well as a parameter responsible for its excitation, i.e. for exciting every mode in the
generator.

Such a generator can be written in the following system of di�erential equations:

ẍi − (λki − x2i )ẋi + ∆ixi +

n∑
i=1

kiẋi − kiẋ1 = 0, (1)

where i = (1..N), the number of circuits in the generator, xi, ẋi are the dynamic variables of each
oscillatory circuit. Each oscillatory circuit is a van der Pol-type oscillator in which the parameter
λ is responsible for the excitation of self-oscillations in the circuit. The parameters ∆i determine
the frequencies of each oscillatory circuit. We considered the case of a �ve-circuit generator, i.e.
N = 5 and the parameters responsible for the base frequencies were �xed as irrational, equidistantly
distributed: ∆1 = 1, ∆2 =

√
3, ∆3 =

√
11, ∆4 =

√
41, ∆5 =

√
153.

The main tool to analyze complex oscillatory regimes, including chaotic and quasiperiodic, is the
analysis of the full spectrum of Lyapunov exponents [5]. An analysis of the spectrum of Lyapunov
exponents allows to: distinguish chaotic oscillations; diagnose quasiperiodic oscillations with a dif-
ferent number of incommeasure frequencies; determine the type of quasiperiodic bifurcation (Hopf
or saddle-node); classify various types of chaotic dynamics. A preliminary analysis of the �ve-circuit
generator (1) showed that quasiperiodic oscillations with a di�erent number of frequency compo-
nents from �ve to one can occur in such a system [4]. Moreover, with an increase in the parameters
responsible for the ampli�cation of each mode, only two-frequency quasiperiodic oscillations and
chaos are preserved in the system resulting from the destruction of the two-frequency torus with
one positive and one zero Lyapunov exponents. At small values of the ampli�cation coe�cient,
quasiperiodic oscillations with a di�erent number of frequencies are preserved, and when they are
destroyed, chaotic attractors with a di�erent spectrums of Lyapunov exponents are formed. In the
frame of this work analysis of di�erent chaotic attractors of model (1) will be presented, with phase
portraits, Poincar�e sections, Fourier spectrums and Lyapunov exponents.

The work was carried out with the �nancial support of the grant of the President of the Russian

Federation MK-31.2019.8
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On Realization of Gradient-Like Flows with Three Equilibria

Chernov A. A.

Department of Fundamental Mathematics

National Research University Higher School of Economics

A smooth �ow f t given on closed smooth manifoldMn is called gradient-like if its non-wandering

set Ωf t consists of �nite number of hyperbolic equilibria and an intersection of invariant manifolds

of equilibria is transversal. It follows from [1] that for any gradient-like �ow f t the set Ωf t contains

at least one source and one sink equilibria. If the set Ωf t is exhausted of this two points then the

ambient manifold Mn is the sphere and all such �ows are topologically equivalent. We consider a

class G3(M
n)of gradient-like �ows whose non-wandering set consists of exactly three points.

It follows from Poincare-Hopf Theorem that for n = 3 the class G3(M
n) is empty. The unique 2-

dimensional manifold admittint such �ows is the projective plane. Due to [2], all �ows from G3(M
2)

are topological equivalent.

According to [3, 4], for any gradient-like �ow there exists an energy Morse function. Hence the

�ows from the class G3(M
n) exists only on manifolds admitting Morse function with exactly three

critical points. Topology of such manifolds was studied in [5]. In particular, there was proved that

n ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16}, critical points of the Morse function has indexes 0, n2 , n, and M
n is a union of the

open n-ball and the sphere of dimension n
2 .

In [6] necessary and su�cient conditions of topological equivalence of �ows from G3(M
n) were

obtained. In particular, it was proved that for n = 4 all �ows from G3(M
n) are topologically

equivalent and an algorithm of construction of �ows from G3(M
n) was provided. The fact that

there is only one class of topological conjugacy in G3(M
4) leads to uniqueness of the ambient

manifold M4, while for n ∈ {8, 16} there are non-homeomorphic manifolds admitting �ows from the

considered class.

In the report a new method of realization of �ows from G3(M
n) for n = 2, 4 is proposed. We use

the idea of constructing manifolds by a sequence of gluing handles. Remain that an n-dimensional

handle of index k is the n-ball Hn
k = Bk ×Bn−k presented as the direct product of balls Bk, Bn−k.

The set Fnk = ∂ Bk ×Bn−k is called the foot of the handle. De�ne the �ow f tk on the handle H
n
k by

the system




ẋ = x, x ∈ Bk

ẏ = −y, y ∈ Bn−k.

Then to get the desire manifold Mn carring the the �ow f t ∈ G3(M
n) glue handle Hn

2 to the

hanlde Hn
0 by means a di�eomorphism ϕ : Fnk → ∂Hn

0 on the image to obtain a manifold with

boundary di�eomorphic to the sphere Sn−1. It allow to glue the handle Hn
n to obtained manifold

and to get the desire �ow. The key of the construction is the choice of an appropriate di�eomorphism

ϕ.
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Mathematical Basics of Content-Aware Scaling

Ivanov V. V.1, Lebedikova V. E.2

1. Department of Computer Systems and Software Engineering

Peter the Great St.Petersburg Polytechnic University

2. Department of Computer Systems and Software Engineering

Peter the Great St.Petersburg Polytechnic University

Image scaling is a major tool in image processing applications. Due to the diversity of electronic
devices, compressing and enlarging images remains an important task.

There are two most common methods for image scaling:
1) image scaling, but it doesn't take into account the context and importance of objects and

leads to deformations;
2) image cropping, but this method can remove pixels only along the edges of the image;
We explore the lesser-known "seam carving"[1] algorithm that �cutting out seams� for smart

changes in the aspect ratio of the image, removing only insigni�cant content without distortion of
important parts.

A seam is a path of pixels from one edge of the image to the other. The idea of algorithm is to
cut out the seams that contain the least information for the user. The unit of this information is
�energy�.

Seam carving algorithm consists of two steps:
1) create energy map by assigning energy to each pixel using some energy function;
2) using the recurrence relation and dynamic programming �nd the seam with the least energy

and delete it from picture;
This study aims to the examine various energy functions from the theoretical side and then

compare them in the context of application for seam carving.
The energy functions are better known as edge detection functions in �eld of computer vision.

There are three distinct kinds of edge detection algorithms:
1. First-order image derivative based[2] (Sobel and Prewitt operators, see Fig.1). Based on

searching for local directional maxima of the gradient magnitude using the gradient direction. A
discrete analogue of the �rst-order derivative is used, which is approximately computed by convolu-
tion with various kernels.

2. Second-order image derivative based[3] (Laplacian of Gaussian). Based on search for zero
crossings in a second-order derivative expression computed from the image in order to �nd edges,
usually the zero-crossings of the Laplacian of image. Very susceptible to image noises, so a image
smoothing is a crucial pre-processing step (usually Gaussian smoothing is used).

3. Entropy-based[4] (Renyi entropy). Works on a gray image, splitting it into equivalence classes
according to distributions of pixels of each shade of gray.

Derivative-based functions use discrete 2-variable version of function convolution with some
kernel (unique to each function), as the image can be seen as discrete function of 2 variables, that
given the coordinates gives you the colour of appropriate pixel. Convolution allows pixels around
the selected one to in�uence the result.

We reviewed and implemented each type of function in Haskell language (see Fig.1). After
testing with di�erent image types (portrait, landscape), we came to the following conclusions: of
all functions, the �rst-order derivative based are most suitable for seam carving. Second-order
derivative based are very susceptible to image noise and defects that will accumulate during seam
carving. Entropy based functions are unsuitable as energy functions, because they split the image
into only two equivalence classes by one shade of gray, which is not enough.
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In addition, during the study we improved some details of the reviewed algorithms and got new
ideas. Seam carving can be used to expand the image by creating new seams from adjacent pixels
using complicated algorithm, that we simpli�ed without drastically reducing quality. As a future
study, it is planned to improve the seam carving algorithm by combining it with a image saliency
map (a map of "importance" of objects in the image).
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Dynamics of di�used connected systems of di�erential equations with internal
connection

Ivanovsky L. I.

Faculty of Computer Science

P.G. Demidov Yaroslavl State University

Let us consider di�erential equation system with di�usion interaction between adjacent elements
and internal connection

u̇j = N2(uj+1 − 2uj + uj−1) + γuj , j = 1, N, (1)

u0 = u1, uN+1 = uN +
α

N
uk +

β

N
u3k, 1 ≤ k < N, (2)

where uj is a smooth function, t ≥ 0, and parameters α, β, γ are real numbers.
In system (1), (2) there are implemented two cases of stability loss of the homogeneous zero

solution uj(t) ≡ 0: divergent, when the zero value appears in the spectrum of stability, and oscil-
lating, when the spectrum of stability has a pair of complex eigenvalues with maximal real parts
equal to 0. The task of research was to study the nature of stability loss of zero solution and deduce
asymptotic formulas for the regimes which derive from zero solution of system (1), (2) for critical
values of parameters α, γ.

The obtained analytical results were illustrated by the numerical solution of system (1), (2) for
values of parameters close to bifurcational ones. In system (1), (2), for values of parameter α close to
critical ones, the normal form was given. This form allowed to determine conditions of the apperance
of inhomogeneous balance states and cycles near the zero solution of system (1), (2).

This work was supported by the Russian Science Foundation (project �18-29-10055).
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On Afraimovich-Shilnikov torus-chaos attractors in one economic model
Karatetskaia E., Kazakov A.

1. Laboratory of Dynamical Systems and Applications National Research University Higher School

of Economics

The class of New Keynesian models is quite widespread as a toolkit for studying macroeconomic
policy. Based on the assumption that economic downturns are caused by processes of market inef-
�ciency, the New Keynesian theory provides a rational basis for state intervention in the economy,
such as countercyclical monetary or �scal policies [1].

Behavioral New Keynesian models devoted to the interaction and mutual in�uence of monetary
policy and the behavior of economic agents allow to study e�ects not only within the framework
of econometric and economic methods, but also using mathematical approaches, including the ap-
plication of the theory of dynamical systems and the theory of bifurcations. Understanding the
dynamic behavior of variables in a model helps to draw some conclusions that are also important in
an economic sense. A number of recent works have carefully studied some bifurcations arising in the
framework of behavioral New Keynesian models, such as Andronov-Hopf and period-doubling bifur-
cations: there are some results that show that the parameters of monetary policy, as well as some
characteristics of economic agents such as the speed of their learning and the costs of rationality,
lead to loss of stability of the model and, in some cases, transition to chaotic dynamics [2,3].

In this work we study one of the simplest New Keynesian models describing by a two-dimensional
map. We show that loss of stability of �xed point corresponding to zero growth of in�ation in this
model appears due to Andronov-Hopf bifurcation. As a result, stable invariant curve (invariant torus)
appears in this model. We demonstrate, that with further increase in elasticity of monetary policy
and parameters corresponding to the number of fully or bounded rational agents in the economy,
this stable curve is destroyed according to Afraimovich-Shilnikov scenario [4]. In the framework of
this scenario we show di�erent routes to torus-chaos attractors in this map.

This work is supported by RSF grant 19-71-10048.
ReferencesReferences
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On one method of constructing hyperbolic and pseudohyperbolic attractors on
a torus

Kazakov A.O., Grines V.Z., Mints D.I.

International Laboratory of Dynamic Systems and Applications

National Research University Higher School of Economics, Nizhny Novgorod, Russia

Surgical operations on two-dimensional and three-dimensional tori leading to the birth of hy-
perbolic and pseudohyperbolic attractors are a fairly well-studied area of the theory of dynamical
systems. Nevertheless, the study of the properties of attractors arising from these surgical operations
is of considerable interest. In this report we propose a method for producing bifurcations which are
analogous to surgical operations, as a result of which hyperbolic DA-attractor or pseudohyperbolic
attractor is generated on the torus. The construction of these attractors is carried out making use
of the composition of the linear Anosov di�eomorphism and the M�obius map.

It is a well-known fact that the Anosov map has a �xed saddle point O, whose invariant manifolds
intersect transversally and their closure forms a dense set on the torus. The saddle point O is
conservative, i.e. the product of its eigenvalues is equal to 1. The M�obius map proposed by A.S.
Pikovsky is used as a perturbation. It is worth noting that this map is given by a smooth one-
dimensional di�eomorphism on the circle, depending on parameter ε ∈ [−1, 1]. For ε = 0 the
M�obius map is identical, for ε 6= 0 it has stable and unstable �xed points. As a result of applying
the M�obius map to one or several coordinates in the Anosov map we obtain a non-conservative
di�eomorphism (the product of eigenvalues of the �xed point O is not equal to 1 for ε 6= 0). By
varying the perturbation parameter ε, one can obtain bifurcations leading to a change in the type
of the �xed point O in the resulting di�eomorphism.

In this report we consider two type of bifurcations: pitch-fork bifurcations and Neimark-Sacker
bifurcations.

1. Pitch-fork bifurcations.

As a result of the pitch-fork bifurcation the �xed point O becomes unstable (source) and a pair
of saddle points appears in its neighborhood. An unstable manifold of these points cuts out
the Cantor set on the torus and a DA-attractor appears. We study these attractors in case of
two-dimensional and three-dimensional tori. We believe that on three-dimensional torus such
bifurcation can lead to the birth of an attractor with two directions of hyperbolic instability,
i.e. with two positive Lyapunov exponents. Thus, hyperchaotic DA-attractor can be obtained.

2. Neimark-Sacker bifurcations.

As a result of the Neimark-Sacker bifurcation the saddle (in this case, saddle-focus) �xed
point O becomes unstable and saddle invariant curve with two-dimensional stable and two-
dimensional unstable manifolds appears in its neighborhood. In the case under consideration,
the two-dimensional unstable manifold of the saddle invariant curve cuts out a Cantor set
of the Sierpinski carpet type on a three-dimensional torus and a pseudohyperbolic attractor
appears. Note that this attractor is not hyperbolic since it contains saddle invariant curves
with neutral direction which breaks the continuity of two-dimensional contracting subspace.
Also, by varying the parameters, one can obtain various resonant cases of Neimark-Sacker
bifurcation. In particular, the case of resonance is presented in the result of which in the
neighborhood of the �xed point O 4 saddle points of the type (2,1) (i.e. with two-dimensional
stable and one-dimensional unstable invariant manifolds) and 4 saddle points of the type (1,2)
are born.
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We also study the properties of the obtained attractors making use of numerical methods. In
particular, using the analysis of the continuity of the direction-contracting and volume-expanding
subspaces, it is shown that the obtained attractors are indeed hyperbolic or pseudohyperbolic.
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Shadowing in a linear cocycle over Bernoulli shift Monakov G.

Starting from shadowing lemma by Anosov and Bowen it is well-known that shadowing prop-
erty is closely related to structural stability. After numerical study of shadowing property in not
structurally stable systems Hammel, Yorke and Grebogi formulated following conjecture: a typical
dissipative map with nonzero Lyapunov exponents satis�es �nite Holder shadowing property [1].
We prove this conjecture for a continuous linear cocycle over Bernoulli shift. The main technique is
large deviation principle for mixing systems.
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Research of random and pseudo random number generation methods

Neverov V. S.1, Kiun A. A.2

1. Department of Computer Systems and Software Engineering

Peter the Great St.Petersburg Polytechnic University

2. Department of Computer Systems and Software Engineering

Peter the Great St.Petersburg Polytechnic University

The generation of large arrays of random numbers is critical for the safe transfer of data and
science, as well as games and casinos [1].

There are two main approaches to generating random numbers:
1) using a device that generates a sequence of random numbers based on randomly varying

parameters of physical processes (random number generation, hereinafter referred to as the RNG);
2) using mathematical algorithms that produce a pseudo-random sequence (generation of pseudo-

random numbers, hereinafter referred to as the PRNG).
The di�erence is that as any pseudo-random number is obtained by calculations according to

some algorithm, it is possible to predict which number will be generated for pseudo-random number
generators.

This study aims to create a new random number generation algorithm and compare it with
existing ones. Tests provided by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) (namely,
an environment capable of performing �fteen statistical tests that evaluate the probability that a
perfect source of entropy will produce a sequence that is less random than the sequence being tested
[2]) were used for checking the e�ectiveness of the designed algorithm.

Our method of generating random numbers is implemented in two consecutive stages.
At the �rst stage, a sequence of truly random numbers is generated based on user actions with

a script in the Javascript language. The script can be embedded in absolutely any website, where
it generates a sequence of random numbers using the last two digits of the number of milliseconds
passed since the visitor entered the site and sends it to the server for processing and writing into a
�le. The sequence in the resulting �le consists of random numbers of random length from random
users of random sites.

The productivity of such a system is potentially unlimited, since at the moment the Internet is
used by approximately 3.9 billion people around the world. However, in order to make the method
even more productive, the second stage was developed.

At the second stage, 10 numbers are taken from the sequence obtained at the �rst stage and
are used as a seed for mathematical algorithm Alea (PRNG). Based on the seed, 25 thirteen-digit
numbers are generated. This allows to increase the original sequence 32.5 times, while maintaining
the required level of random properties, although the resulting sequence is not entirely random.

During the experimental veri�cation, the script was installed on three sites where people were
invited.

As a result, it was revealed that the algorithm we developed passes all the NIST tests, in addition,
the distribution of the digits of the generated sequence is very even.

We also compared the developed algorithm with the Mersenne twister (PRNG, which provides
fast generation of high-quality pseudorandom numbers [3]). As a result, it was found that our
algorithm generates better numbers by the criterion of randomness.

Thus, as a result of the study a method of generating a large array of random numbers based on
user actions was developed and tested in real conditions.
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Predicting time intervals in an online course system based on machine learning
methods Nigmatulin G.A. 1. Department of math and computer science Orenburg State

University

Currently, dynamic processes occurring in the ecosystem of mass open online courses require
constant objective assessment, timely adjustment and management [1]. Due to the complexity and
independence of learning in an online educational platform, making a forecast of the development
of certain events, better known as the regression problem, and evaluating the results achieved, is
an important task for practical solutions. Neural networks and gradient boosting are tools for
solving this problem. Using the above models, we conducted a series of experiments to predict the
performance and delivery date of the planned assessment funds. The results obtained showed (tables
1 and 2) that the proposed algorithms were highly e�cient according to the average absolute error
criterion. This circumstance was important in the further design of an intelligent online learning
platform system that can form individual educational trajectories to improve student performance
and ensure optimal time planning of the learning process. Experimental results obtained on di�erent
7 real data sets showed high e�ciency of the proposed models.

Table 1-Average absolute error (points) of estimation prediction on 7 data sets

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
One neural network 9,579 8,870 7,808 7,151 7,717 5,255 7,190
Two neural networks 9,600 8,827 7,760 7,098 7,619 5,325 7,165
Catboost 9,516 8,636 7,685 6,783 7,556 4,957 6,993

Table 2-Average absolute error (days) in predicting the task completion date on 7 data sets

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
One neural network 1,981 3,552 2,520 2,647 4,141 2,507 2,322
Two neural networks 1,904 3,310 2,497 2,874 4,783 2,592 2,510
Catboost 1,430 2,698 2,134 2,298 5,404 2,075 2,073

As the results showed, the considered models adequately solved the task of predicting learning
performance. Based on 7 experiments, the following results of the average absolute error were
obtained (table 3).

Table 3-Average absolute errors based on the results of 11 experiments

Error of 'score' (points) Error of 'time' (days)
One neural network 7,288 2,412
Two neural networks 7,287 2,459
Catboost 7,122 2,350

Analyzing the data obtained, we can judge that all the models considered solved the problem cor-
rectly. It is concluded that the proposed methods can be recommended for use in the design of
individual educational trajectories in order to improve student performance and ensure optimal
time planning of the learning process.
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Some typical singularities of the solutions of gas dynamics equations

Shavlukov A. M.
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In the following paper we have discussed typical umbilical singularity of the formal asymptotic
solution of the system of nonlinear equations of a one-dimensional gas �ow

ρT + (ρv)X = 0, vT + vvX + α(ρ)ρX = 0

for any smooth pressure function (α(ρ) > 0 and doesn't have any singularities at ρ = 0) and
particular cases for shallow water equations (α(ρ) = 4) and cubic gas polythrope (corresponding for
p = A(ρ3 − ρ30), where A, ρ0 � real constants).

We have put forward a hypothesis that known classi�cation of Riemannian invariants [3] isn't
fully correct.

The result was obtained in work with B.I. Suleimanov.
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On the solvability of the Cauchy problem for some linear functional di�erential
equations

Tahir K.M.T.1

Department of functional analysis and its applications
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the name Alexander Grigorievich and Nikolay Grigorievich Stoletovs

We consider the solvability of the Cauchy problem for some speci�c linear functional di�erential
equations with delay and neutral type. Formulas are obtained for �nding the general solution and
the Cauchy function.

Consider a di�erential equation with constant delay

ẋ(t)− px(t− 1) = f(t), t ≥ 0, x(ξ) = 0 åñëè ξ < 0, p ∈ R (1)

at primary condition x(0) = α.
If t ∈ [0, 1), òî t− 1 ∈ [−1, 0), x(t− 1) = 0, Consequently, we get ẋ(t)− 0 = f(t). The solution

to this equation will be x(t) = α+
t∫
0

f(s)ds. The method of mathematical induction can be proved,

that for any natural n at t ∈ [n, n+ 1) solving the equation (1) is an

x(t) = α+ αp(t− 1) +
αp2(t− 2)2

2!
+ . . .+

αpn(t− n)n

n!
+

t∫
0

f(s)ds+

+p

t−1∫
0

(t− s− 1)f(s)ds+ . . .+ pn
t−n∫
0

(t− s− n)n

n!
f(s)ds.

Thus,

x(t) =
∞∑
n=0

χ[n,∞)(t)
(αpn(t− n)n

n!
+

t−n∫
0

pn(t− s− n)n

n!
f(s) ds

)
, t ≥ 0. (2)

Èç (2) we get a representation for the Cauchy function

C(t, s) =
∞∑
n=0

pn(t− s− n)nχ[n,∞)(t)χ[0,t−n](s)

n!

and fundamental solutions of the corresponding homogeneous equation

X(t) =

∞∑
n=0

pn(t− n)nχ[n,∞)(t)

n!
.

Consider a di�erential equation with delay

ẋ(t)− px(t/2) = f(t), t ≥ 0 (3)

under the initial condition x(0) = α. Solution of the equation (3)is an

x(t) = α

∞∑
n=0

pntn

n!2n(n−1)/2
+

t∫
0

∞∑
n=0

pnχ[0,t/2n](s)
2n(n−1)/2

n!

( t

2n−1
− 2s

)n
f(s) ds. (4)
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Of (4)we get the representation of the Cauchy function of the equation(3)

C(t, s) =

∞∑
n=0

pnχ[0,t/2n](s)
2n(n−1)/2

n!

( t

2n−1
− 2s

)n
and fundamental solution of the corresponding homogeneous equation

X(t) =
∞∑
n=0

pntn

n!2n(n−1)/2
.

The proof of the statements is given in [1], [2].
The work was carried out under the guidance of a professorfunctional analysis and his applica-

tionsVladimir State Universityèì. À.Ã. è Í.Ã.Centennial Ðîäèíîé Ëþäìèëû Èâàíîâíû.
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Scaling entropy sequence for unstable systems

G. Veprev

Department of Mathematics and Computer Science

St. Petersburg State University

The classical notion of KolmogorovSinai entropy is based on dynamics of
measurable partitions of a measure space. For the case of zero entropy sys- tems A.M.Vershik

proposed a new approach based on dynamics of functions
of several variables (see [1], [2]). In particular, a measurable metric on the space has some

quantitative characteristics wich dynamics yields the new invariant. The works ([3], [4], [5], [6]) of
A.M. Vershik, F.V.Petrov and P.B. Zatitskii provide detailed research of this invariant in the case
called stable. In this case, the invariant is a class of asymptotically equivalent sequences called
the scaling entropy sequence. Until now it was the open question about the existence of unstable
systems. The new examples show that there are such spaces. In this case, however, the invariant
could be generalized.
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Dynamics of of �ows and homeomorphisms with a �nite hyperbolic
chain-recurrent set

Zinina S. Kh.
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We investigate general dynamical properties of homeomorphisms and topological �ows with a
�nite hyperbolic chain recurrent set.

Let Mn be a closed n-dimensional manifold with metric d. A topological �ow on Mn is a family
of homeomorphisms f t : Mn → Mn that continuously depends on t ∈ R and satis�es the following
conditions: 1. f0(x) = x for any point x ∈Mn; 2.f t(fs(x)) = f t+s(x) for any s, t ∈ R, x ∈Mn.

The trajectory or the orbit of a point x ∈Mn is the set Ox = {f t(x), t ∈ R(Z)}.
It is believed that the trajectories of the �ow (homeomorphism) are oriented in accordance with

an increase in the parameter t. Any two trajectories of a dynamical system either coincide or do
not intersect, therefore, the phase space is represented as a union of pairwise disjoint trajectories.
There are three types of trajectories:

1) �xed point Ox = {x};
2) periodic trajectory (orbit) Ox for which there exists a number per(x) > 0 (per(x) ∈ N) such

that fper(x)(x) = x, but f t(x) 6= x for all real (natural) numbers 0 < t < per(x). The number per(x)
is called period of a periodic orbit and does not depend on the choice of a point in orbit;

3) regular trajectory Ox � a trajectory that is not a �xed point or a periodic orbit.
To characterize the wandering of the trajectories of a dynamical system, the concept of chain

recurrence is traditionally used.
A point x ∈Mn is said to be chain recurrent for the �ow f t (cascade f), if for any ε > 0 there is

T (n), which depends on ε > 0, and there is a ε-chain of the length T (n) from the point x to itself.
The set of chain recurrent points of f t (f) is called the chain recurrent set of f t (f) denoted by Rf t
(Rf ).

As a model behavior of �ow (homeomorphism) in a neighborhood of a �xed point, we consider a
linear �ow (homeomorphism) atλ : Rn → Rn (aλ : Rn → Rn), λ ∈ {0, 1, ..., n} of the following form:

atλ(x1, ..., xλ, xλ+1, ..., xn) = (2tx1, ..., 2
txλ, 2

−txλ+1, ..., 2
−txn)

(aλ(x1, ..., xλ, xλ+1, ..., xn) = (2x1, ..., 2xλ, 2
−1xλ+1, ..., 2

−1xn)).

A �xed point p of a �ow (homeomorphism) f t (f) is called is topologically hyperbolic if there
exists a neighborhood Up ⊂Mn, the number λ ∈ {0, 1, ..., n} and the homeomorphism hp : Up → Rn

such that hpf
t|Up = atλphp|Up (hpf |Up = aλphp|Up) whenever the left and right sides are de�ned. Put

Esλ = {(x1, ..., xn) ∈ Rn : x1 = · · · = xλ = 0},
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Euλ = {(x1, ..., xn) ∈ Rn : xλ+1 = · · · = xn = 0}.

For a topologically hyperbolic �xed point p of the �ow (homeomorphism) f t (f) of the set
h−1p (Esλp), h−1p (Euλp) we will call it local invariant manifolds.

The sets
W s
p =

⋃
t∈R

f t(h−1p (Esλp)), W u
p =

⋃
t∈R

f t(h−1p (Euλp))

will be called stable and unstable invariant manifolds of the point p. If the point p is a periodic
period of k, then its invariant manifolds are de�ned as invariant manifolds of the �xed point fk(p)
with respect to the degree of k homeomorphism f .

The number λp will be called the index of the �xed hyperbolic point p. The index points n and 0
will be called source and sink, respectively; any point p such that λp ∈ {1, · · · , n− 1} will be called
saddle. The number λOi will be called the orbit index Oi.

We denote by F a dynamical system (�ow or homeomorphism) with a �nite hyperbolic chain-
reccurent set RF de�ned on Mn. For an orbit �ow, the sets RF coincide with �xed points. We
introduce a class of dynamical systems G consisting of systems of type F .

The dynamics of systems of this class are close in their properties to gradient-like systems.
Namely, similar to S. Smale's order, we introduce a partial order relation on the set of chain-
recurrent orbits of the dynamical system F by the condition: Oi ≺ Oj ⇐⇒ W s

Oi
∩W u

Oj
6= ∅, where

Oi,Oj � orbits from the set RF , W s
Oi

=
⋃
p∈Oi

W s
p , W

u
Oi

=
⋃
p∈Oi

W u
p .

The dynamical system F has no cycles; therefore, the introduced relation can be continued (not
uniquely) to a relation of full order, i. e. for any Oi, Oj either Oi ≺ Oj , or Oj ≺ Oi on RF . In what
follows, we will consider the orbits of the system F numbered in accordance with the introduced
order:

O1 ≺ · · · ≺ Ok.

In addition, without loss of generality, we assume that any sink orbit is located in this order below
any saddle orbit, and any source orbit is higher than any saddle one.

For systems of class G the following result is proved.
Theorem.

Let F ∈ G(Mn). Then

1. Mn =
k⋃
i=1

W u
Oi

=
k⋃
i=1

W s
Oi
;

2. W u
Oi

(W s
Oi

) s a topological submanifold of Mn, homeomorphic to RλOi (Rn−λOi );

3. cl(W u
Oi

) \ (W u
Oi
∪ Oi) ⊂

i−1⋃
j=1

W u
Oj

(cl(W s
Oi

) \ (W s
Oi
∪ Oi) ⊂

k⋃
j=i+1

W s
Oj

).
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